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Consider the adage, "Old ways won't open new doors." The world of work has shifted and leading with power
and trading on titles is no longer effective. In their place, partnership, communication, inclusion, and
connection have become the game-changers. To stay current in a rapidly changing world, leaders need to
learn how to "open new doors" by adopting new skills and challenging old mindsets. In this program Ty
Bennett will teach you the strategies required to be a successful leader in the modern workplace. Discover
how to increase your influence and impact as a leader by implementing the research-based approaches from
Ty's latest book Partnership Is The New Leadership

TY BENNETT
 

When Ty Bennett was 21 years old, he and his brother Scott started a business in direct sales, which they built to over $20
million in annual revenue while still in their twenties. Since that time, he has developed over 500 sales managers globally
with sales and leadership in 37 countries. As a young entrepreneur, Ty continues to engage his teams focus to grow sales.
He uses the power of influence and storytelling to get buy-in to the vision of growing their multimillion-dollar sales
organization.With a natural ability to engage and empower others, Ty draws on his experience in the trenches to share real
and tangible techniques about the principles of leadership that continue to create his success. The founder of Leadership
Inc., who has been featured as one of the Top 40 Under 40, Ty is a young fresh voice providing interactive presentations
that are engaging, dynamic and inspiring.His clients include some of the most recognizable brands in the world such as:
Coca-Cola, Subway, Wounded Warrior Project, Blue Cross Blue Shield and Remax. Ty has shared the stage with
celebrities, Olympians and world-renowned thought leaders such as President Bush and President Clinton.Tys best-selling
books, The Power of Influence and The Power of Storytelling: The Art of Influential Communication, are used in graduate
courses at multiple universities including MIT, as todays version of How to Win Friends and Influence People.In June 2014,
Ty Bennett received the CSP Designation.  At just 32 years of age he is one of the youngest ever to receive the award in
the shortest amount of time.  Less than 5% of speakers earn the CSP honor.



TOPICS COVERED
 

OVERCOME THE THREE BIGGEST OBSTACLES THAT CAUSE LEADERS TO
FAIL
DEVELOP AND NURTURE HONEST AND EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION
ADOPT ESSENTIAL RELATIONSHIP SKILLS THAT CULTIVATE COMMITMENT
CREATE CONSENSUS AND ENCOURAGE CREATIVITY

 
 

FOR REGISTRATION PLEASE CONTACT: Heather Wilson - IMS Regional Director - Los-Angeles
Phone: +1 (530) 906.2039 Email: losangeles@ims-online.com Website: 
https://ims-online.com/leadership-development/Los-Angeles/16
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